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Canada’s Economy Charges Ahead 

• What pandemic? Canada posts 10 straight months of growth 

• January GDP beat consensus, February maintained momentum 

• Q1 is tracking ~8 points stronger than the BoC’s forecast 

• Slack is forecast to close later this year 

• The BoC faces a major narrative shift at its next meeting 

• Resilient growth may be a double-edged sword 

 

CDN GDP, m/m Jan, %: 

Actual: 0.7 

Scotia: 0.8 

Consensus: 0.5 

Prior: 0.1 

February preliminary guidance: 0.5% m/m 
 

Canada’s economy is sailing right on through the second wave that included full 

lockdowns in major parts of the country and it is doing so in very resilient fashion. 

This may serve as guidance that it may continue to do so through a third wave of 

COVID-19 cases.  

January GDP growth of 0.7% landed in line with Scotia’s estimate and above 

consensus which was skewed lower by multiple shops that curiously went below 

StatsCan’s earlier ‘flash’ guidance of 0.5%. While modest growth had been likely 

for February’s flash guidance, the initial estimate of 0.5% was somewhat stronger 

than anticipated. 

CLOSER TO A FULL RECOVERY 

To date including February’s guidance, Canada has now almost fully recovered 

toward last February’s pre-pandemic economy. GDP is now at 97.9% of where it 

stood back then (chart 1). A full recovery toward 2019Q4 GDP levels is forecast 

by 2021Q3. On a sector basis (chart 2), some industries are experiencing overall 

net growth, many are now relatively flat on net, and most of the shortfall remains 

focused upon 4–5 sectors and two in particular that are the ones most directly hit 

by restrictions and lockdowns.  

As a consequence, GDP growth during Q1 is now tracking at about 5.6% at a 

quarterly annualized pace. That’s based upon revisions stretching back to January 

of last year, January growth of 0.7%, preliminary guidance that growth of 0.5% 

occurred in February while assuming a flat March in order to focus upon the 

effects of what we know so far. 

As for the sector breakdown of growth in January, see chart 3.  
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As for February GDP, we don’t get any firm details behind the flash guidance of 

+0.5% m/m and have to wait until the next report to get the sector breakdown. Still, 

there is verbal guidance from StatsCan that retail trade, construction, real estate/

rental/leasing added to growth while manufacturing subtracted.  

HOW THE BOC PLAYED IT VERSUS THE FED 

It’s important to note the contrast between how the Fed played the second wave’s 

possible effects on the US economy versus how the Bank of Canada played it. By 

comparison, the Fed made a much better call as explained in the following two 

points.  

• Recall that the Bank of Canada had forecast a Q1 contraction of 2.5% in the 

January MPR by assuming that the economy would shrivel in the face of 

second wave risks. They weren’t alone, so this isn’t meant to pick on them, but 

it is the country’s central bank that sets monetary policy and so therefore it’s 

their forecast hits and misses that matter to policy expectations. A contraction 

was indeed a plausible outcome, but the economy appears to have successfully 

adapted to the virus. It is of note, however, that the BoC’s narrative appeared to 

change rather slowly since last Fall. 

• Fed Chair Powell, however, had noted much earlier that the US economy was more resilient to the virus than expected since 

last summer, so perhaps the economy would continue to be resilient. Powell therefore sounded cautiously optimistic in that 

regard and by contrast to the BoC. Given how intertwined the two economies are, the difference in how the relative central 

bank risks are evolving relates to assessing how the BoC’s chosen forecast bias and policy reaction function have evolved 

differently from the Fed’s.  

PENDING BOC FORECAST REVISIONS 

The BoC is therefore facing an upward revision in the 8 percentage point range for Q1—and maybe more—when it publishes a 

revised forecast on April 21st. There is a difference between tracking based on monthly GDP versus quarterly GDP including, 

among other things, how inventory and import changes can drive differences, but the general point is that a massive forecast 

upgrade is in the works on the heels of getting twice what they expected for 2020Q4 GDP growth and much stronger Q1 growth. 

What it is likely to mean on April 21st is that the BoC will have to significantly reduce their estimate of slack at present, so unless 

they play with the potential GDP numbers, they’ll have to bring forward closure of the output gap into 2022 from 2023. We actually 

get this measure of spare capacity shutting by the end of this year or early next but I doubt they’d go that far.  

BOC POLICY 

Governor Macklem is still likely to emphasize that durable inflation requires recapturing many of the 600k jobs that are still lost to 

the pandemic—but probably fewer after next Friday’s figures—and that there remains significant uncertainty over the path the virus 

might take especially given that it remains just a forecast to get the population vaccinated.  

In terms of policy, I expect the BoC to reduce GoC bond purchases at the April 21st meeting, but stick to Gravelle’s guidance 

(recall here) that even after they end purchases later this year they’ll reinvest for a period before hiking which remains some time 

away. We have a hike in 2022Q4 and still emphasize the risk of going earlier. My personal preference would be to see this bond 

program end outright very soon and get on with hiking earlier than we forecast and within the next year, but the BoC is likely to 

play it more cautiously. 

RESILIENCE MAY BE A DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD 

Why are we getting resilient growth? Policy helps, but it’s much more than that. Businesses and households have adapted. There 

has been a much more powerful response to low rates in the household sector than the BoC judged when it rolled out these 
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programs. Beneficial market and policy effects have been imported from elsewhere. Vaccine roll-out—as frustrating as it may 

seem—is occurring far earlier than anything assumed when heavy stimulus was first put in place. 

Going forward, however, resilient growth may be a double-edged sword. It may encourage Canadian policymakers to reimpose 

restrictions soon as third wave cases rise and that could mean a soft entry to Q2 but a stronger exit. Second, even as vaccine roll-

out accelerates, rising cases and renewed restrictions could provide near-term cover for fiscal policy to keep heaping on very 

heavy amounts of long-lived stimulus in both the US and Canada including within the next Federal budget on April 19th. That’s 

especially likely if government policymakers have convinced themselves—rightly or wrongly—that they are entirely responsible for 

rescuing the world economy. The cost to dollops of endless fiscal stimulus should be earlier monetary policy exits, but this could 

shape up to be a heavily monitored test of central bank independence from government narratives.   
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